Brainstorming.
GENERATING MANY
RADICAL, CREATIVE IDEAS

WHY USE
BRAINSTORMING?

INDIVIDUAL
BRAINSTORMING

How often have you used
brainstorming to solve a problem?
Chances are, you’ve used it at least
once, even if you didn’t realise it.

Conventional group problem
solving can often be undermined
by unhelpful group behaviour.
While it’s important to start with
a structured, analytical process
when solving problems, this can
lead a group to develop limited
and unimaginative ideas.

While group brainstorming is
often more effective at generating
ideas than normal group problem
solving, several studies have shown
that individual brainstorming
produces more and often better
ideas than group brainstorming:

For decades, people have used
brainstorming to generate ideas,
and to come up with creative
solutions to problems. However,
brainstorming needs to be used
correctly for it to be fully effective.

WHAT IS
BRAINSTORMING?

BY CONTRAST,
BRAINSTORMING
PROVIDES:
•

Free and open environment
that encourages everyone
to participate. Quirky ideas
are welcomed and built
upon, and all participants are
encouraged to contribute fully,
helping them develop a rich
array of creative solutions.

Madison Avenue advertising
executive, Alex Osborn, developed
the original approach to
brainstorming and published it in
his 1953 book, “Applied Imagination.”
Since then, researchers have
made many improvements
to his original technique.

•

The approach described here
takes this research into account,
and so is subtly different
from Osborn’s approach.

It increases the richness of ideas
explored, which means that you
can often find better solutions
to the problems that you face.

•

Obtain buy-in from team
members for the solution
chosen - after all, they’re likely
to be more committed to an
approach if they were involved
in developing it. What’s more,
because brainstorming is fun,
it helps team members bond,
as they solve problems in a
positive, rewarding environment.

Brainstorming combines a relaxed,
informal approach to problem solving
with lateral thinking. It encourages
people to come up with thoughts
and ideas that can, at first, seem a
bit crazy. Some of these ideas can be
crafted into original, creative solutions
to a problem, while others can spark
even more ideas. This helps to get
people unstuck by “jolting” them out
of their normal ways of thinking.
During brainstorming sessions,
people should avoid criticising or
rewarding ideas. You’re trying to
open up possibilities and break
down incorrect assumptions about
the problem’s limits. Judgment and
analysis at this stage stunts idea
generation and limits creativity.
Evaluate ideas at the end of the
brainstorming session - this is the
time to further explore solutions,
using conventional approaches.

•

Approach it with an open
mind and a spirit of nonjudgment. If you don’t do this,
people “clam up,” the number
and quality of ideas reduces,
and morale can suffer.

•

Occurs because groups aren’t
always strict in following the
rules of brainstorming, and bad
behaviours creep in. Mostly,
this happens because people
pay so much attention to other
people that they don’t generate
ideas of their own - or they
forget these ideas while they
wait for their turn to speak.
This is called “blocking.”

•

Brainstorming on your own, you
don’t have to worry about other
people’s egos or opinions, and
can be freer and more creative.
For example, you might find
that an idea you’d hesitate to
bring up in a group develops
into something special when
you explore it on your own. You
may not develop ideas as fully
when you brainstorm on your
own, because you don’t have
the wider experience of other
group members to draw on.

•

Choose a comfortable place
to sit and think. Minimise
distractions so that you can
focus on the problem at hand,
and consider using Mind Maps
to arrange and develop ideas.

•

Individual brainstorming is most
effective when you need to solve
a simple problem, generate a
list of ideas, or focus on a broad
issue. Group brainstorming
is often more effective for
solving complex problems.

GROUP BRAINSTORMING

HOW TO USE THE TOOL

With group brainstorming, you can
take advantage of the full experience
and creativity of all team members.
When one member gets stuck
with an idea, another member’s
creativity and experience can take
the idea to the next stage. You can
develop ideas in greater depth with
group brainstorming than you can
with individual brainstorming.

You often get the best results
by combining individual and
group brainstorming, and by
managing the process according
to the “rules” below. This way, you
can get people to focus on the
issue without interruption, you’re
maximising the number of ideas
that can be generated, and you’re
getting that great feeling of team
bonding that comes with a wellrun brainstorming session!

Group brainstorming:
•
•

•

•

Leads to solutions with
greater depth of ideas.

To run a group brainstorming session
effectively, follow these steps.

Helps everyone feel that they’ve
contributed to the solution, and
it reminds people that others
have creative ideas to offer.

STEP 1 - PREPARE
THE GROUP

Group brainstorming can be
risky for individuals. Unusual
suggestions may appear to lack
value at first sight - this is where
you need to chair sessions tightly,
so that the group doesn’t crush
these ideas and stifle creativity.
Where possible, brainstorming
participants should come from
a wide range of disciplines. This
cross-section of experience can
make the session more creative.
Just don’t make the group
too big: as with other types of
teamwork, groups of five to seven
people are usually most effective.

First, set up a comfortable meeting
environment for the session. Make
sure that the room is well-lit and
that you have the tools, resources,
and refreshments that you need.
How much information or
preparation does your team need
in order to brainstorm solutions
to your problem? Remember
that preparation is important,
but too much can limit - or even
destroy the freewheeling nature
of a brainstorming session.
Consider who will attend the
session. A room full of like-minded
people won’t generate as many
creative ideas as a diverse group,
so try to include people from a
wide range of disciplines, and
include people who have a variety
of different thinking styles.
When everyone is gathered, appoint
one person to record the ideas
that come from the session. This
person shouldn’t necessarily be
the team manager as it’s hard to
record and contribute at the same
time. Post notes where everyone
can see them, such as on flip
charts or whiteboards; or use a
computer with a data projector.
If people aren’t used to
working together, consider
using an appropriate warm-up
exercise, or an icebreaker.

STEP 2 - PRESENT
THE PROBLEM
Clearly define the problem that
you want to solve, and lay out any
criteria that you must meet. Make it
clear that the session’s objective is to
generate as many ideas as possible.
Give people plenty of quiet time
at the start of the session to write
down as many of their own ideas as
they can. Then, ask people to share
their ideas, while giving everyone
a fair opportunity to contribute.

STEP 3 - GUIDE THE
DISCUSSION
Once everyone has shared their ideas,
start a group discussion to develop
other people’s ideas, and use them to
create new ideas. Building on others’
ideas is one of the most valuable
aspects of group brainstorming.
Encourage everyone to contribute
and to develop ideas, including the
quietest people, and discourage
anyone from criticizing ideas.
As the group facilitator, you
should share ideas if you have
them, but spend your time and
energy supporting your team
and guiding the discussion. Stick
to one conversation at a time,
and refocus the group if people
become sidetracked. Although
you’re guiding the discussion,
remember to let everyone have
fun while brainstorming. Welcome
creativity, and encourage your team
to come up with as many ideas
as possible, regardless of whether
they’re practical or impractical.
Don’t follow one train of thought
for too long. Make sure that you
generate a good number of different
ideas, and explore individual ideas
in detail. If a team member needs to
“tune out” to explore an idea alone,
allow them the freedom to do this.
Also, if the brainstorming session is
lengthy, take plenty of breaks so that
people can continue to concentrate.

THE NEXT STEP TAKING ACTION

EXERCISE:
BRAINSTORMING

After your individual or group
brainstorming session, you’ll
have a lot of ideas. Although it
might seem hard to sort through
these ideas to find the best
ones, analysing these ideas is an
important next step, and you can
use an Affinity Diagram to organise
ideas and find common themes.

The purpose of this exercise is to
learn about applying the concepts
of Brainstorming. Identify a
problem within your workplace
and complete the brainstorming
activity to generate ideas, and to
come up with creative solutions
to the problems that you face.

Remember when managed well,
brainstorming can help you generate
radical solutions to problems.
Brainstorming can also encourage
people to commit to solutions,
because they have provided input
and played a role in developing them.
The best approach to brainstorming
combines individual and group
brainstorming. During the
brainstorming process, there
should be no criticism of ideas, and
creativity should be encouraged.

